Digifact™ A
The all-new Digifact™ A is an IP microphone with audio analytics capabilities and an
onboard processor to meet today’s security needs. The Digifact features a quad-core
processor that streams audio over multiple industry standards including Real Time
Streaming Protocol (RTSP) and can be easily connected to leading VMS platforms. It
incorporates audio and signal processing for clear audio capture quality and a wide
dynamic range.
The microphone's decibel level threshold alarming can create alarms based on specific
dB levels and trigger relay outputs to cameras or other equipment making it capable
of operating independently or as part of a larger security solution. When utilized with
audio analytics, the Digifact™ A can automatically detect gunshots, aggression, car
alarms and/or glass breakage.
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Technical Specifications

Market
>> Ideal for education, law enforcement, hospitals,

banks and other commercial applications

Features
>> PoE connectivity (IEE802.3af compliant)

Audio
Audio Streaming

One-Way

Pick Up Pattern

Omni-directional, 30' diameter circle

Sensitivity

- 45 dBV/Pa, 1 Pa = 94 dB SPL

Frequency Response

50 Hz to 15 kHz

>> Audio Analytics Capabilities

Network

>> Sound decibel level threshold alarming

Supported protocols

IPv4, HTTP, RTSP, RTP, TCP, SSH

>> Digital alarm output ports

Security

Password protection, user level access

General
Compatible With
>> API integration with Video Management Systems
>> Audio Analytics including Gunshot and Aggression

detection

>> Existing security systems through RTSP

Enclosure

High Impact Anti-Static ABS

Power

Power over Ethernet IEEE802.3af
Optional external 5V DC 2A

Memory

512 MB RAM

Event Trigger

Audio analytics, decibel threshold

Event Actions

TCP notification, external output
activation, pre and post-alarm audio
recording to Network Attached Storage
(NAS)

Connectors

Female RJ45 for 10BASE-T/100BASETX PoE; 5-pin header for four outputs
(5V DC), max load 100mA; 2-pin
header for 5V DC 2A input
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